
 

Strange inferno part 2 
Dedicated to life is strange (the game) 

 
Why do I allow my thoughts to win the battles?? 
Everything is always off in my world 
I don't see the blue sky's I only see black 
They watch me fall apart 
I tell them I'm OK 
Inside I'm dying 
Each thought is a battle when your anxiety is beating you daily 
I don't want to leave 
I don't want to stay either 
I wonder what would have been if I never came across it 
I sit in the darkness 
I lose my mind 
I wonder what 
I hit the bottle hard enough it brakes 
The light bulbs go off and in the darkness I think 
You call me a hopeless person 
You words don't cut me deep 
I look to love but I can only hate 
It's not madness stop judging me you don't know the battles I've been through 
You don't know the people who look up to me as I search for emergency exit doors 
I'm walking away and leaving nothing to worry about 
I promise you I will call your phone 
But in reality I'm hanging up 
Forgot to reverse the charges 
It's ten to one and the one isn't working 
The pen is mighty but the sword kills 
I’m no going to accept I'm just a code in the Shell 
Dedicated to the lost who become fallen 
Walking out of the nights into the days 
Return home to find the locks have been changed 
You've been gone so long  
They forget your name they forget the fact you've had to fight for fame  
Your works are covered up  
Your verses are in the trash  
Your love leaves you with the promise they'll be back soon  
But trust them they won't  
You look up to me and I look up to someone whom is higher up then you can guess  
I'm sorry but I seem to be late to the party but I will be the first to say other ways   
Excuse me I'm leaving 
You claim to be good with a knife but I'm good with a Dream  
The scars remain but I know the secrets you've tried to hide  
Look amongst the arms and regrets the register  
Nothing really falls apart  
Into the storm with a hacker on the side lines I rewrite the os and gave myself a brake  



 

You pick a side  
You either support us or you hate us  
Either way I've got a job to do 
 so when I'm at the top it's either with your love and support or because of your hate you 
can pick a side but be me  I'm careful  
Some days I wish I never woke up I'm sorry but I'm looking to hit harder then fuck  
The strange inferno haunts me but I'm the one who wrote it  
You don't seem to see the message I've hidden  
Right in plain sight  
We walked away  
 
By 
Shads' 
 
 


